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Rating: 5 stars!  

Society One is, for all intensive purposes, the musical outlet for porn star Matt Zane....it's 
his music, his vision, & the core of the band has always been Matt & guitarist Sin, 
although it is important to note that Sin is no longer a part of the Society One family at 
this point, BUT, at the time of this dvd's filming, Sin was still a HUGE part of the Society 
One band. Basically, if you've never seen Society One before or heard their music, let me 
give you a crash course in the band...it's decadent, sinister, they live like rock stars, they 
look like rock stars, BUT, to be very honest with you, Matt Zane is NOT a rock star. 
What I mean is, he looks the part, lives the part, etc., BUT, in the eyes of many "real" 
rock musicians who live their art, Matt comes from the world of porn, he's got an 
interesting style, he has his own thing, BUT, at times, it doesn't come off with as much 
credibility as say the band Dope, who worked, played for years, & paid their dues, & 
although they have rotating members on a daily basis, they are known for their music, 
NOT their acting, porn career, etc., & again, that's my personal opinion. Now, onto the 
dvd, all I can say is, it's beyond entertaining, the live clips are great, the sound is good, 
seeing Matt suspended with meat hooks in his back looks very painful, & there's one clip 
where Matt makes some weird analogy about how he could call himself Jesus that just 
comes off sooo cocky that it almost urked me, BUT, you know what, that's what Matt 
wants, he wants to initimidate people & for whatever it's worth, he does that well, he can 
entertain you onstage, this dvd has 2 concert's, numerous cameo's from other bands & 
fans, & I can't omit the fact that there's ALOT o' bare breasted female fans in this dvd 
who are very willing to entertain the band. Honestly, the highlights of this dvd are the 
backstage footage, which is spliced together very nicely, & it's just the band putting on a 
rock star style show & you have to appreciate that for what it is!  

 


